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March arrived with quite a punch this year - all that snow and arctic conditions! We hope you all made it through 
the adverse weather. Even here in the South we were hard pressed to keep up with water demands for our 700 
alpacas; the more hay they ate, the more water they needed to digest it, and with the troughs all frozen up it wasn’t 
just a matter of smashing through the ice, but all of us carting countless gallons of water all over the village! Of 
course, we’re quite close to Benson, where the coldest temperatures in England were, and often are, recorded, so 
we shouldn’t be surprised. Now we are back to mud again!
Ah well, with any luck Spring is just around the corner: the early blackthorn blossom heralds the arrival of Spring. In 
spite of all the dull days and the mud of winter we did find some sunshine and our appraisals of the weanlings 
really cheered us up: the overall brightness of their fleeces is just astounding this year, and the entire group is very 
‘typey’ - quite exciting! However, it made the job of picking a Show Team quite tricky. But we managed it, and the 
weanling show team now has their own dedicated paddock, and Kirsten and Dan are busy halter training.

Bozedown Tonto heads north
Legacy Alpacas in north Lancashire have 
acquired a half share in Bozedown Tonto. The 
result of a pairing of two legendary bloodlines 
(Jolimont Rodrigo of Bozedown and Galaxy of 
Bozedown), Tonto has near perfect 
conformation, dynamic stature and a wonderful 
nature! Tonto’s fleece has excellent length and 
a shimmering brightness with a wonderfully 
aligned crimp style and uniformity, indicative of 
his terrific density, even though his third fleece 
was still under 18 microns.
Tonto’s first crias, born in 2017, are all typey, 
with very bright, soft fleece, and carry Tonto’s 
lovely frame; two of these are in our junior 
show team for this year. Tonto will be standing 
at Stud at Legacy Alpacas from June onwards 
this year. Book early! And if you wish to take 
advantage of his services at Bozedown this 
year, please bear in mind that will need to be 
before the end of May.

Shearing
We have this year’s shearing dates on our web site, and are able to accept a few people each day to come 
along and take part, see how we get 70+ alpacas sheared every day, and help with the fleece sorting and 
grading, learn how to prepare a show fleece, and see the fleeces all graded, sorted, dried if necessary, and 
bagged within the day. There is no charge, and a light lunch is provided. Please telephone in advance to book 
your place(s). The dates are all weekdays: April 17,18,23,24,25,26, 30 and May 1,2,3.

Shows
We are looking forward to the first show of the 
season: the BAS National Show is almost upon us, 
on 24th/25th March. Do come to our stand to say 
‘Hello’: we shall be offering a very special show 
discount on pre-booked Stud fees. Mary-Jo was 
judging in Switzerland this weekend and later will be 
judging the Scottish  Alpaca Championship and the 
South of England Show.

Fleece length improves
We recently evaluated 140 pregnant huacaya females, 
and were highly impressed with the overall fleece length: 
this is just one of several parameters for improvement in 
our breeding programme, so it is heartening to see this 
result, especially in the pregnant group, who are already 
putting so much energy into growing the next generation. 
This should translate to heavier fleeces: good news! While 
we were about it they were all body condition scored, and 
given their last dose of Vitamins A,D and E for this winter.



Featured Stud: Bandit II
Bandit II is an exemplary son of our illustrious 
Idaho, and he is taking his own offspring to yet 
another level. Born in 2011, Bandit’s show career 
went from 2012 to 2016: during which he was 
always awarded first place in his class, plus several 
Champions and reserve Champions. Bandit has an 
excellent frame and is carrying an incredibly dense, 
well-aligned lustrous fleece. Bandit has produced 
some stunning progeny! We bred him with just one 
female in 2014, and the resulting male cria, 
Bozedown Outlaw II, looked rather special, so we 
mated Bandit to 4 more females in 2015, rising to 
ten females in 2016 as our confidence in him 
continued to grow with the evidence of each cria 
born. Outlaw won Champion Light Male at the 
Spring Fiesta in 2016 plus Reserve Champion at 
both the South of England Show and Showtime the 
same year. 
Then in 2017 Bandit’s son BOZ Final Solution (one 
of only four Bandit crias born 2016) was awarded 
first place Junior white fleece at the HoE Autumn 
fleece show. In 2018 we are looking forward to 
seeing what an exceptional Junior female offspring 
of his, BOZ Steamy Windows, will achieve.

Stud Catalogue 
Our latest Stud Catalogue is now available. We have 
introduced new, lower ‘Drive-By’ fees to make our 
astounding Studs even more appealing! There are also 
tempting discounts for multiple breedings. Our catalogue 
comprises 22 huacayas and 12 suris, so there is plenty of 
choice. We have included two ‘gallery’ pages of photos 
some of our recent Show successes, including huacayas 
and suris, males and females. These prizewinners are 
progeny of 16 different Sires, 12 huacayas and 4 suris.
Then, if you look online at our stud services pages you will 
find an extended array:
http://www.bozedown-alpacas.co.uk/stud-services/     Here 
you will find even more of our brilliant studs, whose fees 
have been reduced this year to very competitive prices: 
Studs that have retired from our Stud catalogue, but are still 
doing a sterling job, for example BOZ Idaho, who won the 
prestigious 2013 British Alpaca Futurity Suri Sires Champion 
trophy, and BOZ Trojan, Sire of double Supreme Champion 
BOZ Achilles.

Studs for sale
We have some outstanding Stud males available for sale with exceptional Bozedown pedigrees, and we shall 
be updating our online sales list just as soon as we can. Meanwhile, when you are looking for that very special 
new stud to complement your herd genetics, please contact Mary-Jo. To assist in making your decision, we 
offer a herd evaluation service, where Mary-Jo can evaluate your entire herd and assess any breeding 
parameters on your farm which may need boosting and, with her experience and knowledge of different 
aspects of our pedigree lines, suggest appropriate Stud males to achieve improvement across your females.
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For Sale: Bozedown Idaho!
Bandit’s Sire Bozedown Idaho still has some good years 
ahead of him, with plenty to offer. Now almost 12 years old 
we are offering Idaho for sale. As a matter of interest 
Jolimont Rodrigo of Bozedown was the same age when we 
imported him from Australia, and he went on to Sire many 
wonderful Prize winners over several years.
Bozedown Idaho won the 2013 British Alpaca Futurity Suri 
Herdsire Championship, the most prestigious award that any Suri Stud could win.  This speaks volumes on 
what Idaho achieves through his progeny! Idaho has produced many Champions. His progeny are very 
‘typey’, with extremely lustrous fleeces, excellent lock definition and a silky handle. 
Idaho has excellent strength of bone, and carries an abundance of fleece with tremendous independence and 
density to his locks. Idaho’s progeny are just beautiful; all carry very independent lustrous fleeces with great 
density. He is an excellent stud to use across the colour spectrum as he is not colour dominant and produces 
a range of solid colours. 
Mary-Jo caught this amazing moment on camera when Idaho was almost 2 years old, with his 17 inch fleece 
showing off its incredible independence!
This will a sure investment for all your suri breeding females - don’t miss this amazing offer! Idaho is priced to 
ensure that he will be able to continue his contribution to suri genetics in the UK, whereas we already have 
plenty of his daughters to cross with our latest Studs: Ice King, Jet Stream and Binalong! 
* Idaho’s sale price: only £5000*

Stockman position
Dan is leaving us shortly, to be closer to 
home, so we are looking for a new stockman. 
If you know of anyone who might enjoy getting 
a sound, practical training in alpaca 
management at Bozedown, please ask them 
to get in touch with Mary-Jo (0771 875 0303). 
We can offer accommodation if needed.

Females for sale
We have gorgeous huacaya and suri females currently 
available for sale. Whatever you are looking for pregnant or 
non-pregnant, just give Mary-Jo a call (0771 875 03030 with 
your wish list, and come and see them in full fabulous fleece 
without obligation. It’s an excellent time to purchase pregnant 
females (2 for 1 deal), as their crias are all due May/June/July, 
the optimum time for crias to arrive and grow well before winter. 
Also, purchasing non-pregnant females now means you can if 
you wish leave them with us for mating straight after shearing 
to your choice of Bozedown Stud male.


